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Treasury Risk Management – Virtual Accounts 

Proliferation of bank accounts, unreconciled suspense entries and fragmented liquidity are challenges for both 

domestic and international corporations. Virtual accounts tied with automated liquidity management structures 

provide a scalable way for treasurers to automate processes and simplify liquidity management whilst concurrently 

reducing physical bank accounts and streamlining resourcing. 

 

When asking a treasurer about their business, they typically cite the number of bank accounts as a measure of the 

scale and complexity of the treasury function. How valid a measure is this, however? Every bank account adds 

complexity: it needs to be reported on and reconciled, balances managed, and authorised signatories maintained.  

Every account also has a related cost and represents a potential security risk without adequate oversight over 

signatories and balances. With virtual accounts and virtual ledger solutions maturing and becoming more 

interconnected with liquidity management structures, however, we could be seeing a reversal in which the 

sophistication and effectiveness of treasury is measured not by how few accounts they have, but by how many 

virtual accounts they have. 

 

Changing Structure of Treasury Management 

When asking a treasurer about their business, they typically cite the number of bank accounts as a measure of the 

scale and complexity of the treasury function. How valid a measure is this, however? Every bank account adds 

complexity: it needs to be reported on and reconciled, balances managed, and authorised signatories maintained. 

Every account also has a related cost and represents a potential security risk without adequate oversight over 

signatories and balances. With virtual accounts and virtual ledger solutions maturing and becoming more 

interconnected with liquidity management structures, however, we could be seeing a reversal – in which the 

sophistication and effectiveness of treasury is measured not by how few accounts they have, but by how many 

virtual accounts they have. 

 

Payment on Behalf Of (POBO)/Receivables on Behalf Of (ROBO) 

Treasurers’ desire to reduce the number of physical bank accounts is not new. For example, many larger 

corporations have set up in-house banks, in which treasury provides banking services such as funding, investment, 

cash, liquidity and risk management to group companies. As part of an in-house bank, treasurers are increasingly 

introducing payments on behalf of (POBO) and/or receivables on behalf of (ROBO). Under these arrangements, 

companies make payments or collect incoming flows ‘on behalf of’ group companies, removing the need for these 

entities to hold their own bank accounts. These implementations are not frictionless as customers may prefer to pay 

a local account – while suppliers may challenge or find it difficult to identify and reconcile payments made by an 

entity different to the one that they invoiced. The need to simplify and streamline cash and liquidity management 

is not limited to large multinational businesses. Scalable, accessible solutions are also required by smaller or less 

mature treasuries that have not yet built sophisticated in-house banking and ‘on behalf of’ structures. Consequently, 

virtual account solutions emerged, starting with supporting automated reconciliation and moving on to simplifying 

liquidity management for treasuries of all sizes and levels of sophistication. 
 
These impending changes can be considered as one of the most sweeping transformations to the banking industry 

across the Globe. There are many Treasuries functions across Corporates who are very versatile in nature however 

hard reality is 99% of Treasury Functions across the Globe are running like a Cost Centre and not as a Profit Centre.  

Treasury Risk Management – Upcoming Challenges vs Opportunities  

β Globally more than 16 Regulatory Regulations are coming or getting stringent like AIFMD, AMLD4, Basel 

III, BCBS 239, Benchmark Regulation, The Comprehensive Capital Analysis & Review (CCAR), EMIR I, EMIR 

II, FATCA, GDPR, SFTR, GIPS and respective. How many Treasury Functions are Prepared?  

 

β Treasury Technologies are also changing like Treasury Management Systems (TMS) but the real question 

is how many Treasury Function across the Globe are having Treasury Management Systems (TMS) in place?  

 

β The upcoming mandate by Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) – 610 – Risk Aggregation & Statistics 

Reporting would lead to dismantling of ACU vs DBU. Is the Banks ready? Are Corporate ready? Is Credit 

Markets Ready? 

 

β Last but not the least how many Corporate Treasuries having Payment on Behalf Of (POBO), Receivables on 

Behalf of (ROBO), Virtual Accounts, XVA Desks, In House Banking? How many are thinking to have that?  
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